
5.11 SkillBuilder: Evaluating Ottoman Empire sources
5.11.1 Tell me
Sources of information on the Ottomans
As we have seen throughout this topic, there is a great variety of sources available to inform us about the
Ottomans. Buildings, poems, artwork and other evidence survive from Ottoman times.

However, we cannot simply look at a source and draw a conclusion. Remember the picture of Suleiman
the Magnificent created by someone who had never seen him or the description of the coffee houses where
the author used the word ‘thousand’ a lot? These examples show we need to be very careful when using such
sources as they may describe events in very different ways. This is because the creators of the sources may
have been biased or they may have been forced to tell only one side of the story. They could be exaggerating
to make their point, or words might have different meanings in different cultures or contexts. Historians
often have to deal with gaps in evidence and this too can contribute to different interpretations of events.

Historians need to study a document or image closely in order to determine its suitability as a historical
source. This involves an analysis of a source’s strengths and weaknesses. Only after we test the accuracy,
usefulness and reliability of a source can we truly know its value to a historical investigation.

5.11.2 Show me
How to interpret sources on the Ottomans
To be good historians, we need to be armed with the skills to interpret sources. We need to look critically at
the source and ask ourselves several crucial questions:
1. Who made the source?
2. When was it made?
3. What do we know about the person who made it?
4. Is it a primary or a secondary source?
5. Can we tell if the source is accurate? Are there clues in the source that may suggest it is something

other than a factual description?
6. What conclusions can we draw from the source?
7. Is the source useful? How does it assist our investigation?
8. Is the source reliable?

Interpreting written and visual sources
Read SOURCE 1. This is a description by the Greek historian Critobulus (c. 1410–1470) of the construction
of the Topkapi Palace. He lived through the Ottoman destruction of the Byzantine Empire and later wrote an
account of the rise of the Ottomans, their conquests and the early years of the rule of Sultan Mehmet II. His
work is dedicated to the sultan. He lived on the island of Imbros and helped negotiate the peaceful handover
of several islands to the control of the Ottomans.

SOURCE 1 From Critobulus of Imbros, quoted in Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapi Palace in the
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries by G. Necipoglu, Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1991, p. 8

[The sultan] took care to summon the very best workmen from everywhere — masons and stonecutters and
carpenters . . . For he was constructing great edifices which were to be worth seeing and should in every respect
vie with the greatest and best of the past. For this reason he needed to give them the most careful oversight as to
workmen and materials of many kinds and the best quality, and he also was concerned with the very many and
great expenses and outlays.

Let’s apply our questions to interpret this source.
1. Who made the source? Critobulus of Imbros
2. When was it made? The fifteenth centuryPdf_Folio:1
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3. What do we know about the person who made it? He was a Byzantine citizen who witnessed the
Ottoman takeover.

4. Is it a primary or a secondary source? This is a primary source as it comes from the period
being studied.

5. Can we tell if the source is accurate? Are there clues in the source that may suggest it is something
other than a factual description? This source may be accurate as it comes from a person who was there
at the time. However, the author seems to have approved of the Ottoman takeover, even to the extent of
dedicating his work to the sultan. This may mean his account is biased.

6. What conclusions can we draw from the source? The palace was expensive to build, only the best
craftsmen were used and the sultan took a great interest in the project.

7. Is the source useful? How does it assist our investigation? Being a primary source, albeit one that may
be biased, this source is useful to our investigation.

8. Is the source reliable? Critobulus lived through the Ottoman conquest of the Byzantine Empire and, as
such, he would have witnessed events firsthand. Although his account may be biased, it is still
extremely valuable.

What if the source was an image, such as a work of art? The same questions can be just as usefully
applied to a work of art. Study SOURCE 2.

SOURCE 2 A painting depicting the
entry of Mehmet II into Constantinople
after its capture in 1453. This picture was
painted by the French artist Jean-Joseph
Benjamin-Constant in 1876. The artist
had grown to appreciate the Islamic and
Eastern cultures after a journey to Morocco
in 1872.

1. Who made the source? Jean-Joseph Benjamin-Constant
2. When was it made? 1876
3. What do we know about the person who made it? He was a French artist.
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4. Is it a primary or a secondary source? This source was created many years after the event being
depicted, so it is a secondary source.

5. Can we tell if the source is accurate? Are there clues in the source that may suggest it is something
other than a factual description? This source was created well after the event by a person who was not
there. It is known the artist had an affinity with the culture he was portraying; therefore, the work may
be biased.

6. What conclusions can we draw from the source? The capture of Constantinople was viewed as a
significant event, both at the time it happened and hundreds of years later.

7. Is the source useful? How does it assist our investigation? Although historians usually prefer to use
primary sources, secondary sources such as SOURCE 2 still have their usefulness. Paintings and artistic
depictions of historical events allow us to visualise what might have taken place. In this way, SOURCE 2

is indeed useful to our investigation.
8. Is the source reliable? The painting in SOURCE 2 is an artistic depiction of a historical event and as such

is not strictly speaking reliable for our historical investigation of the Ottoman Empire.

5.11.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

5.11 ACTIVITIES
Use the following questions to interpret SOURCES 3 and 4.
1. Who made the source?
2. When was it made?
3. What do we know about the person who made it?
4. Is it a primary or a secondary source?
5. Can we tell if the source is accurate? Are there clues in the source that may suggest it is something other

than a factual description?
6. What conclusions can we draw from the source?
7. Is the source useful? How does it assist our investigation?
8. Is the source reliable?

SOURCE 3 A seventeenth-century German watercolour depicting
a Turkish bath and steam room in Constantinople. Such baths were
important in Ottoman culture during the seventeenth century.
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SOURCE 4 An account from the French ambassador Philippe du Fresne-Canaye who led an embassy in
1573 to the Ottoman Empire (quoted in Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapi Palace in the
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries by G. Necipoglu, Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1991,
pp. 64–6)

At the right hand was seated the Agha of Janissaries, very near the gate, and next to him some of the highest
grandees of the court. The Ambassador saluted them with his head and they got up from their seats and
bowed to him. And at a given moment all the Janissaries and other soldiers who had been standing upright
and without weapons along the wall of that court did the same, in such a way that seeing so many turbans
incline together was like observing a fast field of ripe corn moving gently under the light puff of Zephyr . . .
We looked with great pleasure and even greater admiration at this frightful number of Janissaries and other
soldiers standing all along the walls of this court, with hands joined in front in the manner of monks, in such
silence that it seemed we were not looking at men but statues. And they remained immobile in that way more
than seven hours, without talking or moving. Certainly it is most impossible to comprehend this discipline and
this obedience when one has not seen it . . .

Activity/Exercise: content to come
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